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“Toronto	Has	No	History!”		
Indigeneity,	Settler	Colonialism,		
and	Historical	Memory	in	Canada’s		
Largest	City

Victoria	Freeman

Pungent smoke rising from an abalone shell and fanned by an eagle 
feather marked the beginning of the official celebration of the 175th 
anniversary of the incorporation of the City of Toronto on Friday, 6 
March 2009. Before a sparse crowd at Nathan Phillips Square, Peter 
Schuler, an elder of the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation, 
explained the meaning of the smudging ceremony as a ritual of purifica-
tion and then offered “a history lesson.” He explained that according to 
tradition Toronto had been one of the stopping places of his ancestors 
on the Great Migration of the Anishinaabeg from the east coast.1 “We 
stayed quite a while,’ he added, but “in 1847 we were removed from 
this place.” He paused before continuing somewhat bemusedly: “I’m 
asked to come and celebrate this city but the city itself kind of moved 
us out.”

This was an assertion of a history that remains unknown to most Toron-
tonians, who generally seem to reflect the attitude that Toronto has little 
history worth remembering . . . and certainly very little Indigenous his-
tory worth remembering. History does not form a large part of the city’s 
urban mythology or tourism promotion, and there is no museum or 
large-scale institution devoted to the whole span of the city’s history or 
that situates the history of Toronto in a larger context. While Indigenous 
people have lived in the Toronto region for at least eleven thousand 
years and the original peoples who have made this territory their home 
over the last several hundred years have included the Wendats (Hurons), 
Tionnontati (Petuns), Senecas, and Mississaugas (Ojibwa, Chippewa, 
Anishinaabeg), there is “little widespread awareness of the depth of this 
pre-contact settlement history, or general knowledge of the societies 
that inhabited Ontario prior to the onset of Euro-Canadian settlement,” 
according to a report prepared for the city in 2004.2 Even rarer is the 
admission by non-Indigenous Torontonians that colonialism has shaped 
both the city’s history and public memory of the region’s past.

Yet, as Jordan Stanger-Ross, Coll Thrush, Penelope Edmonds, and 
others have documented, urban or municipal colonialism has been a 
key element of the settler colonial project.3 Indeed, the settler colonial 
city has often been viewed by colonizers and colonized alike as the 

“consummation of empire.”4 Cities have been seen as the “ultimate 
avatars of . . . progress, representing the pinnacle of technology, com-
merce, and cultural sophistication,” at the same time as they have 
obliterated the Indigenous landscape of the past.5 Because cities have 
been hubs of broader networks of power, engines driving regional 

In	1884,	during	a	week-long	commemoration	of	the	fiftieth	anniver-
sary	of	Toronto’s	incorporation	in	1834,	tens	of	thousands	celebrated	
Toronto’s	history	and	its	relation	to	British	colonialism	and	impe-
rialism.	The	author’s	analysis	of	the	historical	tableaux	in	the	first	
day’s	parade	and	speeches	by	Daniel	Wilson,	president	of	University	
College,	and	Chief	Samson	Green	of	the	Tyendinaga	Mohawks	reveals	
divergent	approaches	to	commemoration	as	“politics	by	other	means”:	
on	one	hand,	the	erasure	of	the	area’s	Indigenous	past	and	the	celebra-
tion	of	its	European	future,	on	the	other,	an	idealized	view	of	the	past	
of	Indigenous–settler	partnership	that	ignores	the	role	of	local	settlers	
in	the	dispossession	of	the	Mississaugas.	The	1884	commemoration	
marks	the	transition	from	the	founding	of	the	settlement	in	1793	to	its	
incorporation	in	1834	as	the	city’s	“ founding	moment”	and	marker	of	
the	assumed	“ indigeneity”	of	settler-immigrants.	The	deed	acquired	
from	the	Mississaugas	in	the	Toronto	Purchase	of	1787	is	deemed	irrel-
evant,	while	the	1834	Act	of	Incorporation	becomes	the	symbolic	deed	
to	Toronto’s	modernity.

En	1884,	au	cours	d’une	semaine	complète	d’événements	commémo-
rant	le	50e	anniversaire	de	l’incorporation	de	Toronto	en	1834,	des	
dizaines	de	milliers	de	gens	fêtent	l’histoire	de	Toronto	et	sa	relation	
avec	le	colonialisme	et	l’impérialisme	britannique.	Une	analyse	des	
fresques	historiques	du	défilé	de	la	première	journée	des	célébrations	
et	de	discours	prononcés	par	Daniel	Wilson,	président	de	l’University	
College,	et	par	le	chef	de	Samson	Green	des	Mohawks	de	Tyendinaga	
dévoile	de	divergentes	approches	relatives	à	la	commémoration	
comme	«	politique	par	d’autres	moyens	»	:	d’une	part,	le	camou-
flage	du	passé	indigène	de	la	région	et	la	célébration	de	son	avenir	
européen,	de	l’autre,	une	vision	idéalisée	du	partenariat	passé	entre	
peuples	autochtones	et	colons	qui	ignore	la	rôle	de	ces	derniers	dans	la	
dépossession	des	Indiens	de	Mississauga.	La	commémoration	de	1884	
marque	la	transition	entre	la	fondation	du	village	en	1793	et	l’incor-
poration	de	la	ville	en	1834	comme	«	moment	fondateur	»	et	symbole	
de	la	supposée	«	autochtonie	»	des	colons	immigrants.	Le	titre	de	
propriété	acquis	des	Mississaugas	lors	de	l’achat	de	Toronto	en	1787	
est	jugé	sans	importance,	tandis	que	la	Loi	d’incorporation	de	1834	
devient	l’acte	symbolique	de	la	modernité	de	Toronto.
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economies, and places where settler populations and resources were 
concentrated, cities have been important sites where colonial relations 
were enacted6 and have played a major role in the development and 
diffusion of national, colonial, and imperial ideas and practices.7 In fact, 
as Stanger-Ross and Edmonds have argued, the social, political, and 
cultural processes of urban development have themselves constituted 
a specific modality of colonialism.8 Recent studies of colonial processes 
in Seattle, Edmonton, Victoria, Vancouver, and Melbourne have dem-
onstrated that different urban settings produced very different colonial 
landscapes and spatial politics, which in some instances were distinct 
from larger regional or national dynamics.9 As Edmonds notes, “These 
varying colonial economic and discursive formations came to frame 
particular Indigenous subjectivities and their representations.”10 All of 
these colonial processes have been visible in the development of the 
city of Toronto, where, for example, Anna Jamieson wrote in 1835, “I 
can no more conceive a city filled with industrious Mohawks and Chip-
pewas, than I can imagine a flock of panthers browsing in a penfold.”11

According to Penelope Edmonds, “The nineteenth-century city marked 
an unprecedented urban space in the New World, signifying a key 
moment in both Empire and modernity.”12 In the case of Toronto, one of 
those key moments, at least discursively, was the 1884 celebration of the 
semi-centennial of the incorporation of the city.13 In contrast to the rather 
modest and low-cost celebrations of 2009, the semi-centennial com-
memoration of 1884 consisted of a full week of events attended by tens 
of thousands of people, including many out-of-town visitors. During this 
week, Toronto’s history and its relation to British colonialism and imperial-
ism were openly celebrated and linked to the centenary of the arrival of 
the United Empire Loyalists, which was honoured at the same time.

In Alan Gordon’s view, public memory is fundamentally “a discourse 
about power” which serves to “legitimize states, ideologies, or political 
factions by offering imagined communities a sense of shared posterity 
and common descent.”14 Commemoration constructs a narrative about 
the past in support of the present and its power relationships and a 
desired future; in its story about one group, it also often features a story 
about another group, thus differentiating self and other.15 H. V. Nelles 
has described such commemorations as “politics by other means,” 
turning “social structure into performance art.”16 This article explores 
two somewhat divergent approaches to the performance of “politics by 
other means” at Toronto’s semi-centennial: one was the erasure of the 
Indigenous past of Toronto and the celebration of its British-Canadian 
and imperial future, while the other offered a vision of an idealized past 
in which Indigenous peoples and newcomers to the Toronto area coex-
isted harmoniously, thus supporting the idealization of Canada as a 
peaceable kingdom.17 While both approaches to Indigenous pasts were 
common in settler colonial discourses across the new dominion and 
indeed North America, at the 1884 semi-centennial these discourses 
also served specifically urban ends, promoting an image of the city’s 
modernity and progress to tourists and investors, supporting the asser-
tion of Toronto as the leader—economically, culturally, and ideologi-
cally—in the future development of Canada, and reinforcing the Toronto 
elite’s attempts to colonize the West. The semi-centennial popularized 
and perhaps also crystallized certain ways of talking about Toronto’s 
history that would remain hegemonic in Toronto popular histories and 
civic commemorations until the late twentieth century.

Cities, no less than nations, articulate founding moments in their 
efforts to define themselves. The vision of the past articulated through 
commemoration is guided by the needs of the present, as Harold 
Berubé’s contrast of the commemorative practices of Montreal and 
Toronto illustrates; each city turned to the “first moments” that best 
articulated current sensibilities and aspirations.18 What is interesting 
about Toronto’s history of civic commemoration is that the “founding 
moment” celebrated has generally not been the European founding of 
the settlement in 1793 but the city’s incorporation in 1834. The shift in 
the “founding moment” from 1793 to 1834 appears to have occurred 
at the 1884 semi-centennial, which was the first major commemora-
tive event in the city’s history. Civic leaders chose to commemorate 
Toronto’s status as the first incorporated city in British North America 
(outside of Quebec) rather than its origins, and so emphasized its entry 
into modernity.19 However, as the incorporation was accompanied by 
the reinstatement of the Indigenous name “Toronto” over Lieutenant-
Governor John Graves Simcoe’s 1793 imposition of “York,” the 
incorporation also marked the assertion of the city as a uniquely North 
American place and the “indigeneity” of its settler population, which 
was of course appropriated from the Indigenous peoples the city had 
displaced.

In 1884, Toronto was the capital of Ontario and a rapidly industrializing 
lake port and railway hub, a regional centre on its way to becoming a 
national metropolis, as the Canadian Pacific Railway lines linking it to 
the west would be completed the following year.20 In 1882, its popula-
tion had been 86,000 but was rapidly increasing with the annexation 
of Yorkville in 1883 and Don and Brockton villages in 1884, which 
extended the city north of Bloor and west from the Don River to High 
Park. More than 93 per cent of the population was of British heritage 
and a majority were Canadian-born; according to the 1881 census 
there were also about 2,000 Germans, 1,200 French, 124 Jews, 103 
Italians, and smaller numbers of people of other origins. Indigenous 
peoples were not listed as a distinct category.21 Protestants (mainly 
Church of England, Methodists, and Presbyterians) outnumbered 
Catholics by about three to one, and the Orange order was prevalent.22 
A powerful upper class of merchants, bankers, and entrepreneurs and 
a burgeoning middle class of industrialists, building contractors, profes-
sionals, and shop owners supported Macdonald’s National Policy of 
tariff protection; Toronto voted Conservative federally, yet the city was 
also the capital of the Liberal provincial government of Oliver Mowat, 
and the Knights of Labour were active among the working class. The 
city boasted impressive commercial and public buildings as well as 
imposing churches and mansions, but was also home to St. John’s 
Ward, a downtown slum. The rival department stores of Robert Simp-
son and Timothy Eaton at Yonge and Queen streets exemplified the 
city’s modern, commercial, and capitalist spirit.23

Toronto’s week-long semi-centennial commemoration was organized 
by the Citizens’ Semi-Centennial Celebration Committee, headed 
by former mayor William B. McMurrich, and including current mayor 
Arthur Boswell. Council authorized McMurrich to establish a commit-
tee of interested citizens and supported the event through a $10,000 
contribution, despite the economic downturn that year.24 The 298 
positions on the executive committee and eleven subcommittees were 
filled by leading citizens—mainly professional men, merchants, and 
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Figure 2: “The Occupation of the British,” Toronto Semi-Centennial 
Parade, 1884.
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manufacturers—as well as municipal and provincial politicians.25 A few 
working men, chiefly craftsmen, also sat on committees that required 
their labour. Thus the biases and values expressed through the semi-
centennial were overwhelmingly those of the white, male, upper-middle-
class elite of the city.

The aim of the semi-centennial was to celebrate the material and social 
progress of Toronto and project an inviting image of prosperity and 
social harmony that would further encourage tourism and investment, 
outdoing similar celebrations in rival cities such as Buffalo.26 A host 
of entertainments were planned, ranging from fireworks to parades 
to sports events. While ceremonies were held on 6 March 1884—the 
actual anniversary of the incorporation—most activities were scheduled 
for six days at the end of June and beginning of July, which was a bet-
ter time for tourists and public participation in outdoor activities.

The first day of the summer festivities, Monday, 30 June, was named 
“Municipal and Historical Day” and began with a rousing parade 
down Yonge Street and along downtown city streets to the Exhibition 
Grounds.27 Large crowds lined the route: as one commentator noted, 
“It seemed the entire population of the province had made it a special 
point to be present.”28

The procession began with a marching band and then the mayor, the 
lieutenant-governor of the province, the mayor of Philadelphia, and the 
president of University College of the University of Toronto rolled into 
view in the lead carriage, followed by other civic officials, and then the 
city’s firefighters. After them came the members of the Semi-Centennial 
Committee, and then more than a hundred members of the York 
Pioneers, the city’s main heritage organization. The Pioneers, many of 
them elderly and “perhaps the most sombre part of the procession,” 
were especially honoured with a long round of applause.29 After the Pio-
neers came a series of twelve historical tableaux, which were erected 
on wagons drawn by horses; according to the Daily Mail these provided 
an “illustration of events which should be familiar to every inhabitant of 
Toronto.”30 The parade culminated at the Exhibition Grounds, where the 
guests of honour spoke to the theme of the day.

The comments of the “Orator of the Day” at the culmination of the 
parade are particularly salient to a discussion of historical memory in 
Toronto. The speaker, Daniel Wilson, the first professor of history and 
English literature at the University of Toronto, and later Sir Daniel Wilson, 
had been expected to relate “a retrospective history of the city.”31 
Instead, he told the crowd that they inhabited a city with “scarcely a 
past either for pride or for shame”:

They had no record they need look back upon as even the great-
est and noblest of the nations of the past had; no such record 
as even noble England had to look upon; of times of persecution, 
of civil war, and tyranny and despotism; that they had nothing 
practically to repent of; that they had great white sheets spread 
before them upon which they had to write the record of their city 
and young Dominion.32

Indeed, the professor urged the assembled to look to the future, rather 
than the past, for the unfolding of the history of the city. “It remained 
for the young men of today to fill up the great white pages before them,” 
he advised, foreseeing a future that might rival “the glorious histories of 
Thebes, with its ancient foundation 1,000 years before the Christian era; 
Jerusalem, with its great temple; and above all, that wonderful centre 
of modern civilization, London.”33 If this was rather standard Eurocen-
tric fare at the time, it was delivered to the crowd by a figure of some 
authority. At the time of his comments to the crowd at Toronto’s Exhibi-
tion Grounds, he was president of University College.34

In Wilson’s view, while it was perhaps to be lamented that Toronto’s 
history was too short and uneventful to be heroic and therefore worthy 
of great pride, what was more important was that it had no victims. 
Toronto’s history—and by extension Canada’s—was virtuous, as were 
the municipal and national subjects this history had created, an analysis 
that denied and ignored both the colonial relations that underpinned 
the Canadian state and the effects of colonialism on the Indigenous 
peoples of the Toronto area. To Wilson, the United Empire Loyalists 
epitomized Canada’s and Toronto’s moral virtue, and in his speech he 
honoured their achievements at some length.

Figure 1: “The Indian Wigwam,” a tableau in the Toronto Semi-Centennial 
Parade, 1884.
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Although he was a world-renowned scholar, Wilson’s historical exper-
tise was more apparent than real; history was never his main interest 
and modern history less so.35 Yet Wilson spoke with the authority of 
the university behind him. His words undoubtedly influenced many, 
reflecting and supporting the view that Toronto’s past—and particularly 
its Indigenous past—was of no consequence to the modern city. Like 
public memory in many other instances, his discourse treated those 
excluded from power as unhistorical.36 Wilson’s semi-centennial speech 
thus gave official sanction to the ongoing erasure of the history of the 
Indigenous presence in Toronto and the colonial processes that had 
dispossessed them.

Wilson’s depiction of Toronto’s blameless history also accorded with 
accounts that stressed Indigenous vanishing as a natural and inevitable 
phenomenon. Visitor Johann Georg Kohl had written in 1855 that “Indi-
ans” had “vanished like the morning mist” from Toronto, “and nothing 
remains to recall even their memory, but the well sounding name they 
invented for this locality—the sonorous Toronto.”37 This was the popular 
trope, but not the reality. The Mississaugas, who had been on the site 
and in possession of the land when the British gained control of the 
area in 1760, had not simply “faded away” through some natural proc-
ess; they had been crowded out of their last 200 acres on the Credit 
River just west of Toronto in 1847, despite turning themselves into the 
“civilized” Christian farmers their British colonizers said they should 
become.38 They had sent numerous petitions to the superintendent 
general of Indian Affairs, to the lieutenant governor of Upper Canada, 
and even gained Queen Victoria’s promise of a secure deed to their last 
remaining lands, all to no avail.39

The Mississaugas’ once vast territory on the north shore of Lake 
Ontario had been acquired by the British through a series of problem-
atic land surrenders, including the 1787 Toronto Purchase agreement 
(declared invalid in 1794—one year after the founding of York—and 
“reconfirmed” in 1805 with a surreptitious increase in the amount of land 
surrendered).40 The colonial government of Upper Canada, then based 
in York, had followed a deliberate policy of making the Mississaugas 
financially dependent on the Crown, disrupting their political alliance 
with the Six Nations, and paying them a fraction of their land’s market 
value, an estimated 2.5 per cent in the case of the 1805 surrender of 
the Mississauga Tract, now the suburb of Mississauga.41 Meanwhile 
Mississauga hunting and fishing areas were destroyed by settler poach-
ing, sawmill development, and the ecological transformations of colonial 
agriculture.42 This was hardly the blameless history that Wilson claimed 
as Toronto’s and Canada’s heritage.

Indigenous people did not completely “vanish” from the Toronto area 
even after the Mississaugas were forced to move from the Credit River, 
though their numbers were few. Within the city there was still room for 
“a few talented native sons isolated from their fellows,”43 largely Chris-
tians from influential Mohawk families at Six Nations or other “civilized 
Indians,” particularly Anishinaabe missionaries, who visited Toronto to 
meet with members of missionary societies.44 People of mixed ances-
try, some from Red River, also lived in the city, but hardening racial 
attitudes among the dominant population made it increasingly difficult 
for those who did not look white.45 Less prominent individuals likely 
came to the city seeking education or work as servants or labourers, 
while others came periodically to sell crafts or produce at St. Lawrence 

Market or the Industrial Exhibition. A few came to the city as performers 
of traditional songs and dances.46

By 1884, however, Indigenous people who lived or worked in the city 
were either invisible or too “civilized” to still be considered Indians, 
whereas “authentic” Indigenous people came to be seen as exotic Oth-
ers outside of the modernity and the historical trajectory of Toronto.47 

“Real” Indians were increasingly conceived of as living in the north and 
west, where Toronto residents could plan and support missions for 
their conversion to Christianity and civilization, Toronto artists such as 
Paul Kane could paint them, Toronto’s men of letters could study them 
anthropologically, and Toronto’s businessmen, political leaders, and 
imperialists could call for the annexation of their land.48

Like many late-nineteenth-century Torontonians, Daniel Wilson believed 
that Toronto, as the capital of the most populous and important prov-
ince, as well as the self-appointed custodian of all things British (and 
Protestant), had a leading role to play in Canada’s unfolding destiny, 
especially in the west.49 In Wilson’s speech, the pasts and futures of 
Toronto and Canada were elided; in fact, either one could stand in for 
the other.50 Indeed, writers or commentators on Toronto history, Cana-
dian history, and the need for Canadian control of the Northwest and its 
Indigenous peoples were often one and the same.

Wilson’s dismissal of Toronto’s history stood in contrast to the works of 
William Caniff and Henry Scadding, who were also significant par-
ticipants in the week’s celebrations as well as the authors of the two 
popular historical works that had recorded the history of local Euro-
pean settlement.51 Canniff, author of The Settlement of Upper Canada 
(1869) and the city’s chief medical officer, was the main organizer of the 
fourth day of the semi-centennial, which was devoted to the centen-
nial of the Loyalist migration to Canada. Although focused on Upper 
Canada rather than solely on Toronto, Canniff’s book had originated or 
popularized many of the common tropes of Toronto historiography that 
would reappear in the works of others, such as the historical “oblivion” 
in which the previous Aboriginal residents of the region had purport-
edly lived, the selflessness and virtue of the Loyalists, the courage and 
hardiness of pioneers, and the brave militia saving Canada in the War of 
1812.52 Canniff had advocated western colonization in his book and had 
also been a member of Canada First, a largely Toronto-based move-
ment to annex the Northwest that had inflamed the 1869 Red River 
Resistance. 

Antiquarian Henry Scadding was one of the founders and in 1884 the 
president of the York Pioneers, whom he led in the 30 June parade. 
In 1869, Scadding had published a series of articles on the history of 
Toronto in the Canadian Journal. These were published in book form in 
1873 as Toronto of Old, which marked the beginning of a historiographic 
tradition focused specifically on Toronto. He was also one of the com-
pilers of Toronto, Past and Present, the semi-centennial commemora-
tive volume.

In Toronto of Old, Scadding had outlined the history of the French fur 
trade and the establishment of French trading posts on the Humber 
River and Lake Ontario shoreline, documenting the migration on French 
maps of the name “Toronto” from what is now known as Lake Simcoe 
to the Toronto area.53 His detailed account of Simcoe’s founding of 
York included Joseph Bouchette’s classic description of the bay and its 
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surroundings in 1793, where “the wandering savage had constructed 
his ephemeral habitation” beneath the luxuriant foliage of “dense and 
trackless forests.”54 Because Bouchette had described meeting only 
two families of Mississaugas amid the “uninvaded haunts of immense 
coveys of wild fowl,” his description had formed the basis for the oft-
repeated trope that the site of Toronto was a virtually empty, virgin land 
or terra nullius when the British arrived and the Mississaugas were 
purely “nomadic” (when in fact they generally returned to the same 
hunting and gathering areas in a seasonal round), thus suggesting that 
their ownership of the land was purely nominal—a view that Scadding 
reinforced.55 Yet Scadding had also discussed the ancient Indigenous 
portage route along the Humber River to Lake Simcoe as a significant 
local feature, instantly belying the region’s supposed tracklessness. He 
noted that the Toronto area had been “one of the quarters frequented 
by the [Mississauga] tribe,” but that their numbers had been “incred-
ibly few,”56 as a consequence of European epidemic diseases and the 
effects of the introduction of alcohol. He also made reference to the 
Toronto Purchase that provided the legal basis for the city’s existence.

Given the visibility and influence of Scadding and Canniff, both in 
Toronto historiography and at the semi-centennial celebrations, Wilson’s 
apparent dismissal of Toronto’s history in his semi-centennial speech 
was clearly not based on a lack of historical knowledge but rather on 
his conception of what constituted “history.”57 In his own landmark 
work of anthropology, Prehistoric Man, published in 1862,58 Wilson had 
explicitly linked his view of the history of Toronto and of North American 
Indigenous peoples to larger debates about the origin and antiquity of 
humankind, the nature of civilizational development, and the biological 
and cultural similarities or differences between the “races.” 59 He drew 
on archaeological evidence on two continents and his encounters with 
Indigenous people on his vacations to argue that the Indigenous people 
of North America were at the same stage of cultural development as 
the prehistoric peoples of Europe, the “long obliterated past of Britain’s 
and Europe’s infancy . . . here reproduced in living reality.”60 Wilson 
argued that Europeans were bringing not just civilization but history 
itself to the New World.61 History, in this sense, was both a written 
narrative rather than oral tradition and also a history of large organized 
states along the European model. “And so,” he wrote, “the wanderer 
goes forth to help to sow in other soils what makes historic lands.”62

 In Wilson’s view, the capital of Upper Canada was “unstoried, ” its 
precursor “but a group of Mississaga wigwams in the tangled pine 
forest.” An old resident of the city had described early Toronto to him 
as “a few log-huts in the clearing, and a small Indian village of birch-
bark wigwams, near the Don, with a mere trail through the woods to the 
old French fort, on the line where now upwards of two miles of costly 
stores, hotels, and public buildings mark the principal street of the busy 
city.” In contrast, the historical consciousness of the Englishman or 
European was nurtured “amid the inspirations of a landscape vital with 
the memories of his country’s history, or haunted with the poetry of its 
legends and songs,” with a “thousandfold associations and inherited 
ideas.”63 That the pre-urban past of the Toronto region might be richly 
storied by Indigenous people was outside the bounds of Wilson’s 
conception of history.

Instead, he remarked on “the strange sense of freedom that stirs in the 
blood in the New World’s clearings, where there is nothing to efface, to 

undo, to desecrate.”64 Toronto and its hinterland was “a nearly unvary-
ing expanse, a blank: with its Indian traditions effaced; its colonial 
traditions uncreated . . . Its history is not only all to write, it is all to act.” 
He noted the characteristic orientation of Toronto’s citizens to the future 
rather than the past. “All is rife with progress. ‘Onward!’ is the cry; a dis-
tant and boundless future is the goal. The new past is despised; the old 
past is altogether unheeded; and for antiquity there is neither reverence 
nor faith.”65 In Toronto, one could witness the “seeds of future empires 
taking root on its virgin soil.”

Although he offered this same discourse at the semi-centennial, by 
1884 Wilson was well aware that the forests were not as history-less as 
they appeared. With intensifying agricultural settlement in Canada West 
after 1850 and the building of railways over lands previously untouched 
by settlers, many ancient Wendat and Petun ossuaries and village 
sites were being uncovered in the Toronto region.66 In fact, Wilson had 
become one of the city’s foremost collector of antiquities, along with 
David Boyle, a bookseller who eventually became the first provincial 
archaeologist and curator of the provincial museum.67 When workers 
uncovered what is now known as the Markham Ossuary adjacent to 
Woodbine Avenue in 1881, Daniel Wilson collected fifteen skulls and 
transferred them to the University of Toronto.68

In 1884, then, Daniel Wilson was clearly aware of the deep pre-urban 
Indigenous history of the Toronto area, yet his message was that the 
only Toronto history that mattered or that could truly be considered 

“history” began with the Loyalists and British settlement, since the 
Indigenous past of the area was “prehistory”—a temporal category that 
separated the pasts of literate peoples from all others.69 In fact, Wilson 
appears to have been the first to use the term prehistory in English (in 
1851).

If Wilson’s semi-centennial speech dismissed Toronto’s history, the 
historical tableaux of the parade brought Toronto’s creation story, as 
previously related in the works of Scadding and Canniff, to vivid life. The 
tableaux represented Toronto’s “frontier” history through a series of 
what Elizabeth Furniss has called “epitomizing events” that functioned 
as “convenient, easily condensed symbols that represent (just as they 
draw attention away from) more complex historical processes.”70

The effect of the tableaux was described in the Globe: “One is uncon-
sciously taken back to the unhewn forests, and brought forward, step 
by step, through the gradual processes of our ever-growing civilization 
until we behold Toronto, the Queen City of a great Province, the centre 
of a thriving, populous agricultural district, a growing, stirring, unresting 
metropolis, the proud possessor of colleges of national repute, indomi-
table commercial pluck and enterprise, and vast material wealth.”71

The order of the tableaux was most interesting, for the historical proces-
sion did not begin with the presence of Indigenous peoples on the site 
of Toronto as the first of twelve tableaux, as was originally intended 
by the Tableaux Committee,72 but rather with two tableaux enacted by 
the York Pioneers who immediately preceded them; these represented 
“Clearing the Land” and “Augustus Jones’ First Surveying Party.” These 
tableaux referred to the arrival of the Loyalists in 1784 in what would 
become Upper Canada and to the British survey of the entire north 
shore of Lake Ontario in 1791.73 Thus, in watching the parade tableaux, 
spectators saw the origins of the city identified with the history of a 
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particular group of people from elsewhere—the United Empire Loyal-
ists—rather than with the ongoing history of the place.

Only after these two tableaux had passed did the “The Indian Wig-
wam”—the originally intended first tableau—come into view, featuring 
a group of “Indians” in war paint and feathers, thus adding colour, 
excitement, and exoticism to the proceedings.74 The point of the tableau 
was explained in Toronto Past and Present: “In 1793 the wigwam of the 
aboriginal was the only human habitation to occupy the site on which 
Toronto now stands.”75 The Globe described the recreation of that 
original habitation:

The car on which the tableau is erected is about 25 feet by 9 
feet; the rear portion is occupied by a wigwam made of canvas, 
but painted to represent hides and bark. In front of this tent is a 
bank sloping down to a piece of water, which the spectator is 
requested to imagine the Don. On the bank is a canoe contain-
ing a fierce-looking red man in battle array, standing erect in the 
centre, and a meek-looking squaw sitting in the prow. A third 
Indian is engaged in shoving the canoe off. A squaw with her 
papoose, and an aged Indian smoking his pipe somewhat dis-
consolately, stand in the background, and with a dog squatting 
on his haunches, make up the scene.76

The News described the scene this way:

Then came the Indian Wigwam of 1796 [sic], with its birchbark 
canoe in front and the sward around covered in evergreen. 
Before the tent in full war paint were a detachment of Six Nations 
Indians in all the glory of war paint and feathers. They were 
armed with all the primitive weapons of their nation, the rude 
clubs, knives, bows and arrows of their tribe. Their appearance 
was striking and picturesque.77

That the Mississaugas were depicted by “Six Nations Indians” was a 
clear indication of just how fictive these “Indians” were. Indeed, it is 
quite possible that they were enacted by Tyendinaga Mohawks from the 
Bay of Quinte, who were not at all related to the Algonquian-speaking 
Mississaugas who were resident in the Toronto area when the British 
founded York in 1793.78 Nowhere in the program for the semi-centennial 
or in news reports was there any mention of actual Mississaugas 
attending the semi-centennial; presumably they would have been 
identified if they had participated.79 In fact, the only Indigenous people 
mentioned in newspaper reports of the celebrations were “Six Nations 
Indians from Tyendinaga” including several chiefs, who were present 
during the week’s festivities to celebrate the centenary of the arrival of 
the Loyalists.80

Mississaugas could conceivably have been subsumed under the cat-
egory of “Six Nations Indians,” since after 1847 they lived as the “Mis-
sissaugas of the New Credit” on a corner of the Grand River territory 
of the Haudenosaunee, though they still remained politically distinct.81 
However there is no mention of anyone from Grand River in any of 
the accounts of the Toronto celebrations, while they were prominent 
at the Loyalist celebrations at Niagara on 14 August of the same year. 
Chief C. M. H. Johnson of the Six Nations at Grand River had initially 
accepted an invitation to participate in the Toronto event, and had 
promised to bring twenty chiefs and warriors with him, including his 
ninety-two-year-old father, John Smoke Johnson, but when the chief 
died and Niagara set up a rival event, the Mohawks appear to have 
decided not to participate in the Toronto festivities.82 The Six Nations 

had also begun as early as February 1884 to plan their own Loyalist 
celebration at Grand River for the following October.83

If the Mississaugas were indeed represented by “Six Nations Indians 
from Tyindenaga” in the semi-centennial parade, it would not be the only 
instance of one Native group representing another in settler historical 
re-enactments. At the Quebec tercentenary celebrations in 1908, more 
than two hundred Indigenous people from all over the Great Lakes 
region would be paid to take part in the massive recreations of the 
founding of Quebec, wearing Plains Indian costumes created by the 
organizers.84 Similarly, the Indigenous actors of Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild 
West Show, who hailed from many different nations, would re-enact bat-
tles from the Northwest Rebellion when they arrived in Toronto in 1885.85

The Toronto Semi-Centennial Committee’s notions of authentic-
ity required only that the Mississaugas be played by “real” Indians, 
whatever their tribal affiliation, rather than white actors. As a report of 
the Tableaux Committee published in the Globe on 19 May promised, 
“There will be no deception in the Indians; they will be veritable red men 
from crown to heel, and will be borrowed from Brantford or elsewhere 
for the occasion.”86 The homogenizing colonial category of the “Indian” 
thus erased tribal distinctions, as well as the history by which tribal or 
clan identities were constituted. Even if they did participate, it is highly 
unlikely that the Mississaugas would have had any control over their 
own representation, as the Semi-Centennial Committee determined the 
content of the tableaux.87

At the 1884 celebrations there did not seem to be the same concerns 
about representation as had been expressed during the Royal Tour 
of 1860, when the Toronto-based Methodist newspaper, the Christian 
Guardian, had chastised the Indian Department for staging “savagery” 
in the form of war dances and other spectacles that they charged gave 
a distorted picture of the progress that missionaries and others had 
made in transforming Indigenous cultures.88 Since, at the semi-cen-
tennial, organizers were depicting a historic (and presumably extinct) 
Native population rather than one in the present, paint and feathers 
were called for. Spectators could experience the thrill of witness-
ing “untamed forest dwellers and peoples on the verge of extinction” 
and see “humanity in its wild state,” secure in their sense of their own 
civilization.89

Wherever they came from, the “Six Nations Indians” representing the 
Mississaugas did not appear in just one tableau. After “The Indian 
Wigwam” came “The Occupation of the British,” which could be read 
as a strikingly self-congratulatory vision of British interactions with the 
Mississaugas: “On the summit, was seated in a Roman chair, a fair lady, 
who assumed the role of Britannia, and who leaning upon her shield 
surveyed with satisfaction the scene beneath. Her outstretched hand 
was pressed by the lips of an Indian maiden, who is supposed to be 
in this way evidencing her gratitude and appreciation of the beneficent 
rule that is about to be inaugurated.”90

This and other tableaux drew on the well-known iconography of 
Britannia, a symbol of the British nation and of British imperial ideals, 
derived from a female figure of Roman times and conflated with the 
English queens, especially Elizabeth I and Victoria.91 As such she also 
represented the legality of the settler presence and, as a mythological 
rather than a mere human figure, the sacredness of the British imperial 
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Figure 3: “Little York,” Toronto Semi-Centennial Parade, 1884.
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project. She was well known to city residents through her appearance 
on the city’s coat of arms (designed when the city was incorporated in 
1834), and in the imagery used during the Royal Visit of 1860, when, for 
example, J. Seel’s Oyster Depot had commissioned a large transpar-
ency “representing Britannia holding out the olive branch to an Indian.”92 
According to historian Ian Radforth, the latter image could be read 
both as signifying good relations between Indigenous peoples and the 
Crown, as compared to the wars of the United States, or good relations 
between Canada and Britain.93

The parade tableau of the Indian maiden kissing Britannia’s hand, like 
the Toronto coat of arms, exemplified a long-established British prac-
tice of appropriating Indigenous imagery and constructing images of 
Indigenous/non-Indigenous friendship and co-operation to solidify the 
identity of settlers and legitimize the settlers’ place in North America.94 
In the parade tableau, however, the power imbalance between the 
two figures was more marked; the young Native maiden expressed her 
deference and subservience to the more mature and powerful Britannia, 
the epitome of British stability and law. The image thus represented the 
extension of British rule of law over Indigenous territories and Indig-
enous socio-political systems, a “conquest through benevolence”95 that 
allowed citizens of Toronto to feel exalted as law-abiding white sub-
jects,96 while masking the racism of their paternalism. In other tableaux, 
amicable coexistence was suggested by Indians welcoming Governor 
Simcoe’s arrival in Toronto Bay, or by Indians and York pioneers being 
positioned on either side of a mound of evergreen and flowers with 
Britannia at the top holding an infant representing York.

According to the memorial volume, the next tableau, “The Incorporation 
of Toronto,” “was a very pretty tableau, and one that would be read-
ily understood, with the inscription beneath ‘Britannia,’ with an Indian 
seated beside [and the City coat of arms between them]. At her feet sat 
a girl, wearing a crown upon her head, and representing Toronto. Before 
her stood an official, with cocked hat and sword, in the act of handing 
her the document which proclaimed the incorporation of the city.”97

The iconography of the city’s coat of arms, which featured an “Indian” 
warrior on the left side of the shield and Britannia on the right, could 

be read in various ways. On one level, the warrior on the coat of arms 
could be seen as commemorating the Mississauga presence on the 
land and perhaps the single moment of pre-urban Indigenous history 
that might have been significant to settlers—the moment in 1787 when 
the Mississauga chiefs agreed to the Toronto Purchase, but it is not 
known if city residents originally considered the warrior to be Missis-
sauga specifically. Certainly in the 1884 tableaux that identification 
could easily be made. The warrior could also be read as representing 
the past, and Britannia the future, with a suggestion of an amicable 
transfer of resources depicted on the shield between them. Such 
imagery suggested that equal partnership between Britain and Indig-
enous peoples had provided the historic foundation for the city, belying 
the actual power imbalance in the treaty negotiations and subsequent 
settler encroachments on Indigenous lands.

However, the fact that for over one hundred years the warrior on the 
coat of arms was depicted wearing a Plains Indian headdress is an 
indication of his mythic and fictive nature.98 The warrior may have 
been intended allegorically, as a figure representing the New World, 
distinguished by its Indigenous aspect from its partner, Britain. In this 
reading, the coat of arms could also represent Toronto as a partnership 
between or joint creation of colony and empire. According to art histo-
rian Stephanie Pratt, such allegorical representations were common in 
early-nineteenth-century British art.99

In the “Incorporation of Toronto” the iconography of the coat of arms was 
brought to life: an Indian and Britannia appeared on either side of the 
city’s heraldic shield, which itself represented an Indian and Britannia on 
either side of a heraldic shield. Thus the theme of partnership, under-
stood both allegorically, as between Britain and Canada, and historically, 
between York’s pioneers and the Mississaugas, was strongly conveyed.

What is most striking about these tableaux is that, taken together, they 
suggested a history of far more substantial Indigenous presence than 
a single wigwam. Equally striking is the fact that the numerous fictive 
Indians in the tableaux were depicted as uniformly welcoming Brit-
ish rule and the founding of the city—an attitude that the “Six Nations 
Indians,” as Loyalists and long-time allies of the British, could perhaps 

Figure 4: “The Incorporation of Toronto,” Toronto Semi-Centennial 
Parade, 1884.
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more convincingly portray than the now displaced Mississaugas. Such 
imagery of peaceful Indigenous–settler relations contributed to a local 
version of Canada’s self-identification as a more peaceful nation and of 
Canadians as “better” colonizers than Americans.

It was true that early relations between settlers and Indigenous people 
in the Toronto area had rarely been overtly violent, but, for several years 
after the founding of York, settlers had feared that the Mississaugas 
would join a threatened alliance of Western Indians and attack their 
isolated settlement.100 An uprising very nearly did occur in 1796 when 
Mississauga chief Wabakinine was murdered on the waterfront by a 
British soldier who had tried to prostitute Wabakinine’s sister, a far cry 
from the happy relations depicted in the tableaux.101 The tableaux also 
entirely ignored the role of local settlers in the dispossession of the 
Mississaugas. According to Mississauga petitions, the settlers had not 
helped them with farming as promised, but had run them off the land.102 

The Toronto Purchase was not alluded to in the parade tableaux, except 
perhaps indirectly through the coat of arms; instead, the 1834 Act of 
Incorporation was represented as the city’s foundational legal docu-
ment. Similarly, in most nineteenth-century historiography of Toronto, 
the Toronto Purchase would be characterized more as a beneficent 
formality than a legal necessity, and was often not mentioned at all. 
The underlying attitude seems to have been that “while an Indian might 
be of the land, he/she was not worthy of it, and had no legitimate, or 
respectable claim to it,”103 and that the British, by virtue of their evident 
cultural and moral superiority, deserved to be its rightful owners. Fur-
thermore, while Scadding and Wilson were both clearly aware of the 
Toronto Purchase, it may not have been represented in the parade tab-
leaux because its problematic nature could have been controversial—or 
because representing a treaty relationship with Indigenous peoples 
raised questions of equality between two sovereign peoples, whereas 
the Indian Act of 1876 had declared Indigenous peoples inferior “wards” 
of the Crown.104

The “Incorporation of Toronto” was the last tableau of the day to depict 
Indigenous people. In the narrative of the parade, the Mississaugas 
were part of York’s history, but not Toronto’s, part of the story of 
Toronto’s childhood or adolescence, but not its maturity. They ended 
when the incorporated city began. They were constitutive of the initial 
event that had made Toronto what it was, but had been left behind 
in the forward march of progress. While the deed acquired from the 
Mississaugas was irrelevant to its present or future, the 1834 Act of 
Incorporation became the deed to Toronto’s modernity.

Subsequent tableaux—“Toronto, the Centre of Agriculture,” “Toronto, an 
Educational Centre,” “Toronto, the Queen City”—celebrated the mature 
city’s accomplishments and modernity. Finally, “Toronto Welcomes All” 
offered a representation of inclusivity that included everyone but First 
Nations, prefiguring the city’s later discourse of multiculturalism:

The title explained the idea set forth, which was that, irrespec-
tive of nationality, creed, or colour, Toronto welcomed all who 
came to add to its stores of wealth, or industry, or intelligence. 
A lady sat on a canopy supported by four painted poles and 
surmounted by a beaver. Around her stood an array of immi-
grants of every colour, creed, and clime. Here was Wah Hoo, a 
Chinaman, who intended to establish a laundry in the city; here 
a negro, who meant to become a “tonsorial artist”; here an 

Englishman who was going to try farming; and here were Irish, 
and Germans, and Scandinavians, and Icelanders, and Rus-
sians, and Italians, and many others, all seeking opportunities to 
make a successful start to a fresh life in the New World.105

Thus, the narrative arc of the parade tableaux was that Native people 
of the Toronto area, recognizing the superiority of British culture, had 
voluntarily made way for a virtuous and lawful British society, which 
in turn offered unprejudiced opportunity to multicultural immigrants. If 
Daniel Wilson’s claim that Toronto had a negligible history can be read 
as a denial of the significance of the Indigenous past of the land upon 
which York/Toronto was founded, the parade tableaux can be seen as 
another form of disavowal: a representation of history as Torontonians 
wished it might have been.

Elizabeth Furniss has suggested that it is as important to examine 
public silences and their conditions as to parse public discourse; in 
both cases, the relations of power limit the possibilities of speech (as 
also Gayatri Spivak has also noted in her discussions of the foreclosure 
of the voice of the subaltern).106 Thus the voicelessness and lack of 
recognition of the Mississaugas at the semi-centennial celebrations 
may be contrasted with the discursive space given the “Six Nations 
Indians” during the same week of festivities. On 3 July, the descendants 
of the United Empire Loyalists from all over the province were invited 
to gather at the Horticultural Gardens for a day of activities exclusively 
for them. William Canniff gave the opening address. The cancellation 
of another speaker led to the substitution of Chief Samson Green of 
the Bay of Quinte (Tyindenaga) Mohawks, who was introduced as “a 
descendant of the great Thyendenagya (Joseph Brant), the friend of 
Britain in the great revolutionary war.” Green was a “progressive” and a 
known quantity, as he had spoken at the previous Loyalist celebration 
at Adolphustown on 17 June, was acting president of the Grand Gen-
eral Indian Council of Ontario, and was chief of the first elected band 
council in Canada.107

That a Mohawk (Kanienkehaka) was invited to speak at such a gather-
ing indicates that the Six Nations were still acknowledged and remem-
bered in 1884 as Britain’s loyal allies, and they commanded a certain 
degree of respect that the Mississaugas—who had initially been French 
allies and who had not participated to any great extent in the Revolu-
tionary War—never received. Indeed, one notable element of William 
Canniff’s historical interpretation in The Settlement of Upper Canada 
had been his portrayal of the Six Nations as exceptional Indians and red 
Loyalists, who were more civilized and advanced than other Indigenous 
peoples. Unlike many writers who emphasized a discourse of Iroquois 
savagery, Canniff characterized the Americans as the true savages 
in North America, who had wronged and slandered the Six Nations 
and particularly Joseph Brant. Canniff admired the Haudenosaunee 
because they adhered to democratic principles in their confederacy, 
and because, in his view, the Six Nations were the original North Ameri-
can imperialists, their vast “empire” of subordinated nations a pagan 
analogue to the rapidly expanding British Empire. Also, because they 
were settled horticulturalists, they more closely conformed to Euro-
pean definitions of civilization than the Mississaugas, who had been 
hunter-gatherers.

According to the Globe, “Chief Green, a young man, appeared in a 
handsome native dress, gorgeous in beadwork, and with headdress of 
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eagle plumes. He spoke in English with great fluency and with only the 
slightest possible trace of foreign accent. He addressed the audience 
briefly upon the deeds and prowess of his ancestors and the sacrifices 
made by them in order to remain the allies and friends of England.” 
Green expressed his great pleasure at being able to join with other 
descendants of Loyalists in celebrating the deeds of their forefathers. 
He told the audience that “the traditions of his tribe handed down from 
Joseph Brant said that the English people were kind to the Indians, and 
he found them so . . . Always the English had treated his people well 
since the earliest days. The Mohawks settling on the Bay of Quinte 
had been true to their country and true to their church, the Church of 
England.”108

Thus the sole Indigenous speaker during the week’s official events 
reinforced Wilson’s message of blameless history by insisting that the 
British had behaved virtuously in their treatment of Indigenous peoples, 
further effacing their history with the Mississaugas.

Chief Green’s speech also reflected the degree to which Kanienke-
haka self-representations of the time could incorporate discourses of 
progress, civilization, and loyalty to Britain, while also advancing an 
alternative interpretation of their history as Loyalists and their politi-
cal status within Canada that implicitly challenged settler histories.109 
While Chief Green commented “that of late years his people have made 
much progress in civilization and Christianity,” with two churches, four 
good schools, and two “white lady teachers,” he also clearly articu-
lated the understanding that they were a nation with their own history 
and recounted the story of the Peacemaker and the founding of the 
Confederacy.110 Thus the Kanienkehaka were allies, not subjects of the 
Crown; they were the equals of other Loyalists, and thus should be 
accorded full political rights rather than the wardship that they were 
reduced to under the Indian Act. As Norman Knowles comments, Chief 
Green and other Mohawk leaders who spoke at Loyalist celebrations 
that year “appropriated the language of Loyalism to advance their own 
political agenda.”111 Yet Chief Green was restrained in his comments 
to his white Toronto audience, as were the Indigenous speakers at the 
settler-organized events at Adolphustown and Niagara; at their own 
subsequent celebrations at Tyendinaga and Grand River, Haudeno-
saunee speakers would speak far more critically of the government’s 
failure to uphold Indigenous rights.112

No Mississauga leader was given the same prominence in the week’s 
events or had an opportunity to express Mississauga views of the 
history of Toronto or Upper Canada, though Peter Edmund Jones, the 
accomplished son of the missionary Peter Jones (both named Kahke-
waquonaby), was chief of the New Credit band in 1884. He was also 
an advocate of civilization, enfranchisement, and elected councils, had 
attended the University of Toronto medical school, and was very inter-
ested in both Mississauga and Toronto history.113 It was also certainly 
not the case that the Mississaugas had “faded away” at New Credit, 
nor were they politically inactive. During the Prince’s tour in 1860, the 
Duke of Newcastle had received a petition from the Mississaugas of the 
New Credit that that their former “Council Grounds,” on the site of what 
is now the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health on Queen Street 
in Toronto still belonged to them.114 Clearly, the Mississaugas, though 
departed from the Credit River, still remembered their history in Toronto 
and felt they had historic claims there.

In 1875, Jones had also participated in an extraordinary exchange 
of letters in one of Toronto’s leading newspapers, the Daily Mail.115 
Responding to letters that had demeaned Indigenous people in general 
and the Mississaugas in particular, Jones had provided statistics prov-
ing that the Mississaugas of the New Credit were highly “civilized” and 
more technologically advanced than many settlers.116 Only two years 
before the semi-centennial, the Grand General Indian Council of Ontario 
had been held at New Credit and was attended by 109 delegates from 
twenty-one Native communities in the Great Lakes region. At that event, 
over three thousand people, including a large contingent of white par-
ticipants, had attended the grand opening of the New Credit Council 
house, which was feted with a rich dinner, speeches by Six Nations and 
Anishnaabeg chiefs, music by reserve brass bands, and a war dance.117 
Given Jones’s self-conscious modernity, would he have agreed to have 
the Mississaugas represent themselves as “savages” in the Torontoni-
ans’ historical tableaux?

One other element of the semi-centennial celebrations offered a 
potentially complicating symbol of the obscured history of Indigenous–
British interactions in the region and suggested a transfer of indigene-
ity from Natives to whites. A lacrosse game offered the only image 
of contestation between the settlers and Indigenous peoples during 
the entire week of celebrations; it was also an acknowledgement of a 
historic Aboriginal contribution to Canadian culture. According to the 
semi-centennial program, “Lovers of Canada’s National Game will have 
an opportunity of seeing a warm struggle between the whites and the 
aborigines, when the Torontos cross sticks with the Royal Team of 
Caughnawaga Indians, at the Rosedale Grounds. The Indians are those 
who played before royalty last summer. An exciting contest may be 
looked for.”118

That lacrosse was now described as Canada’s national game was 
an overt appropriation of the Native ritual of “baggataway.”119 The 
first recorded game between Euro-Canadian and Indigenous men 
took place in Montreal in 1844; the Montreal Lacrosse Club had been 
formed in 1856.120 During the Royal Tour of 1860, the Methodists had 
denounced the Indian Department for organizing the spectacle of Indig-
enous people playing such “savage games” instead of arranging for the 
Prince to hear Christian Indians sing hymns. They argued that Indian 
grievances in their petitions to the Duke of Newcastle had not been 
addressed because the now-civilized Indians had been paraded around 
as savages.121 But in 1884, these concerns appear to have disappeared; 
a white Montreal dentist, George Beers, had “civilized” and standard-
ized the game in 1867, and it had become popular across the country. 

“Long, long after the romantic ‘sons of the forest’ have passed away,” 
Beers wrote in Lacrosse (1869), “long, long after their sun sinks in the 
west to rise no more, Lacrosse will remind the pale-faces of Canada of 
the noble Indians that once ruled over this continent.” The “rationalized” 
version of the game became a signifier of post-Confederation Canadian 
identity, with the motto of the newly founded National Lacrosse Asso-
ciation “Our country—our game.”122 In this context, Torontonians could 
cheer on their city’s team to victory against the Indians and appropriate 
their indigeneity at the same time.

The lacrosse game also sparked an editorial comment in the Toronto 
Evening Telegram on 5 July:
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About the only Indians to be seen hereabouts now are the few 
who come to play lacrosse with their white opponents. Yet it is 
not so long ago that the whole country was inhabited by Indians. 
Where Toronto now stands was a forest with Indian wigwams 
scattered along the lake shore. The Indians have made way for 
a superior race. The burden of maintaining those of the race 
who still survive is annually growing heavier. Year by year they 
depend more largely on the government for assistance. As long 
as they were left to themselves they hunted and fished and 
were self-supporting, but the government has taken such good 
care of them that they have grown intolerably lazy, and have no 
disposition whatever to go to work. It costs Canada consider-
ably over a million dollars per year to maintain her Indians, and 
when blankets and food are not forthcoming, they know that by 
kicking up a row they can soon secure them. The race has sadly 
degenerated. It has acquired the vices of the white man without 
acquiring his virtues. How to make the red man self-supporting 
is the problem.123

In this discourse, the role of settlers and the government in impover-
ishing the Mississaugas, reducing their agency, and rendering them 
dependent so that they would sell their remaining lands was com-
pletely invisible and was replaced by the notion that the government 
ruined Indigenous peoples simply by being too generous to them. 
This discourse also ignored the fact that the Indian Affairs Depart-
ment had recently reported that the Indians of Ontario were largely 
self-supporting.124

The blending of Loyalist veneration, Toronto history, and imperial-
ist sentiment so evident in the semi-centennial week’s events was 
also expressed in Toronto: Past and Present, the memorial volume 
published under the auspices of the Semi-Centennial Committee and 
compiled by Henry Scadding and John Charles Dent.125 Although an 

“Indian” chief was represented on the cover in an updated version of the 
coat of arms, there was no mention of the Toronto Purchase anywhere, 
in another indication of its insignificance to the city’s identity.

The volume offered this retrospective: “A few years since we rightly 
regarded the founding of New Westminster, in British Columbia, as an 
event of great interest, indicating, as it conspicuously did, an important 
advance of English civilization into regions of the earth hitherto wholly 
undeveloped and savage . . . An incident of a parallel character . . . was 
the founding of York, Upper Canada, in 1794. It was, at the time, the 
establishment of an entirely new centre of influence and power in the 
domain of savagery.”126

This discourse suggested that the pre-urban past of Toronto was not 
history because it was not civilized; it was instead only the timeless 
moment of savagery. However, at the semi-centennial celebrations, 

“savagery” had been portrayed as rather toothless, as civilization’s 
childhood, rather than as an uncontrollable or biological propensity to 
irrational violence. In fact, the Indigenous people represented in the 
celebration—even the fierce-looking warriors—were uniformly peaceful, 
and more exotic or picturesque than dangerous. This reflected the rela-
tive security that settlers felt in 1884, with Indigenous people no longer 
a potential military threat as they had been during the early days of York 
and no longer a visible presence in the city.127

These representations would change dramatically a year later, when 
thousands of Torontonians gathered to send off their men to fight 

the Metis in Saskatchewan. Indeed, even in the midst of the week of 
semi-centennial celebrations, a small notice in the Daily Mail reported 
ominously that Louis Riel had re-entered Canada after his exile in the 
United States and was holding a meeting with the Metis, “purpose 
unknown.”128 Once hostilities broke out, Torontonians would begin to 
employ new and far harsher discourses of Indian savagery, tropes of 
the Toronto region’s pre-urban history as forest trails soaked in blood 
and of its Indigenous peoples as biologically inferior, subhuman, igno-
rant, violent, and deserving of extinction.129 In such history, there would 
be no suggestion of friendship or partnership with Indigenous people 
as was invoked in 1884; rather, any form of relationship would be seen 
as completely unnecessary. But that was yet to come.

In their idealized version of the past, the semi-centennial organizers 
had depicted the Loyalists as the “makers, founders, and defenders 
of Canada” who upheld the solidarity of the British race and empire.130 
For this reason, Britannia, rather than Simcoe—the actual “founder” 
of Toronto—was the main character and heroic figure of the parade 
tableaux that represented Toronto’s foundational narrative. However, as 
Knowles points out, this idealized image of the Loyalists had originally 
emerged during debates over government land and immigration pol-
icy.131 It was land that had attracted many Loyalists to Upper Canada in 
the first place and that initially set the Loyalists and their children apart 
as a distinct group, since they received more land than other settlers.132 
Tellingly, in former Upper Canada generally, and Toronto specifically, the 
suffering and dispossession of the Loyalists was highlighted in historical 
discourses just as the dispossession and losses of local (and western) 
Indigenous peoples were obscured; in fact, the one masked and sym-
bolically took the place of the other. More poignantly, in the historical 
representations at the Toronto semi-centennial, it was the Red Loyalists, 
and particularly the Mohawks or Kanienkehaka, who symbolically took 
the place of the displaced Mississaugas, though this was a representa-
tion that originated with the settlers. How the tableaux Indians under-
stood “playing Indian” is unknown, though they clearly had their own 
reasons for agreeing to this role.133

Yet, although the semi-centennial offered a vision of the past to frame 
and ground present identities and power relations, this was not a one-
way or uncomplicated process of semi-centennial organizers moulding 
the minds of Torontonians.134 For as Gordon notes, “Memory does not 
construct nationalism and nationalism does not invent memories; they 
develop together in an entwined and symbiotic relationship.”135 Pride 
in nation and “race” had to exist already in the minds of the audience 
attending the semi-centennial for the pageant before them to have any 
symbolic or emotive power.136 Furthermore, although the United Empire 
Loyalists received special acknowledgement of their high standing by 
being allotted a day to mark an anniversary of their own, their program 
may have been the least successful. One editor considered that ‘‘it was 
probably a mistake’’ to devote a day to ‘‘the comparatively unexciting 
celebration of the virtues’’ of this select group, and another writer com-
plained of the excesses of Loyalist hagiography that year.137

One hundred and twenty-five years later, at the 2009 celebrations mark-
ing the 175th anniversary of Toronto’s incorporation, the representations 
of the region’s Indigenous past had apparently once again undergone a 
sea change. The Mississaugas of the New Credit ceremonially opened 
and closed the event and were given the opportunity to speak, if only 
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briefly, while the people of Six Nations were little in evidence. Nobody 
was called a savage. Several of the books for sale recognized the time 
depth of human presence in the region, as did the historical account 
posted on the City of Toronto website, which documented thousands of 
years of Indigenous history, if only up to the founding of the city.138 The 
event as a whole celebrated the city’s diversity.

Yet historical memory is always fluctuating, contested, and precari-
ous, especially in Toronto, a city of newcomers, where half its currents 
residents were born outside of Canada. For many Torontonians, the 
story of the place begins with their arrival, as it did for those newcom-
ers who first established York and then Toronto. The nature of the 
historical inheritance of city residents, particularly in relation to the land, 
its Indigenous past, and its displaced Indigenous peoples, remains 
conflicted, complicated, and contested. Today Toronto’s Indigenous 
past is acknowledged only superficially in most quarters and remains 
largely unknown.
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